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Summary & Purpose

The dataset originating from the implementation of the METPEX tools
is analysed through statistical techniques (Cronbach’s Alpha, PCA…)
Main goal:
develop indicators that can state, through a synthetic index, subjective
viewpoint on different issues (mainly related on quality and
accessibility) during the journey experience

Approach (1)
•

•

Definition of classification schemes of the variables in the dataset
irrespective of where the corresponding question was actually
asked within the questionnaire
Creation of 5 main classes:
Classification “C1” ‐> selection for a given travel means
Classification “C2” ‐> selection for a given user group
Classification “C3” ‐> based on the quality components (or
“quality tags”) identified in METPEX D2.1
Classification “C4” ‐> based on the specific phase of the
traveller experience (pre‐trip, on‐trip or post‐trip)
Classification “C5” ‐> dealing with the kind of measurement
implied by the variable (objective, subjective, satisfaction
rating)

Approach (2)
•

Data reduction techniques applied to identify the components on
several different subsets of variables:
21 groups of Tier‐2 variables
10 groups of mode‐specific questions
11 groups of user‐specific questions
Additional groups of variables clustered according to the
previous classifications

• How many latent variables (factors) are needed to adequately
represent the selected group of observed variables?
Check if one is sufficient => Cronbach alpha
Check how many are needed => Principal component analysis
(PCA)

Approach (3)
•

When one latent variable is sufficient, the indicator is the
summated rating scale of the standardised scores Zi (answers to
satisfaction questions):
I = Σi Zi

•

In case of several factors k, the indicator is
Ik = Σi Ci Zi
where Cj are the component score coefficients from PCA

Findings
An initial set of the following indicators is defined:
27 indicators related to perceived quality of the whole journey
experience
13 indicators that are specific to different forms of public transport
10 indicators that are specific to active means (pedestrian, bikes)
35 indicators that are specific to different user groups
7 indicators focusing on the views of communication impaired and
mobility restricted using public transport
9 indicators focusing on different phases of the journey experience
(pre‐trip and during the trip).

An example of indicator identification (1)
Example of indicator development focusing on the “low income” group:
PCA is applied to the answer to questions of the dataset referring to
this group
These are the resulting factors, along with their loadings

An example of indicator identification (2)

An example of indicator identification (3)

An example of indicator identification (4)
It is possible to identify four different factors, that could be better
described and labelled as:

Three of these four factors could be retained for our analysis (Factor 2,
3 and 4)

An example of indicator identification (5)

Results (1)
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Results (2)
Uses of the indicators defined:
• Help for the policy makers to understand what are the underlying
factors that have the highest impact on the way in which travellers
evaluate transport services and options, and how those factors
compound to form an overall judgement
• Help for the analyst that, starting from the very long survey done in
the METPEX tools (WP 4), could
select the indicators that better cover the issue s/he wishes to
consider
take note the variables used to build them and only include these
latter in the survey tool

Conclusions & Further Study (1)
Despite the richness of the dataset and the large number of available
observations, the exhaustiveness concerning all quality aspects for all
user groups and travel means is still not reached
Suggestions:
• Revise the experimental design when administering the tool to
achieve a larger number of observations for given combinations of
modal usages and users groups

Conclusions & Further Study (2)
Activities that should be carried out to complete the analysis (tasks 5.3
and 5.4):
• Validation and confirmation of the factor scores coefficients,
including an assessment of their stability when changing the values
of the baseline questions (socioeconomic characteristics of the
respondent and travel attributes).
• Indicators will be evaluated through SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses /
Limitations, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis and assessing to
what extent they are SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Realistic and Time‐bound).
• Benchmarking exercises will be envisaged in order to see how their
values change across the different METPEX test sites and to inform
their presentation in the final manual (i.e. the METPEX Deliverable
5.4).

